
Leg # Dist Difficulty Description & Remarks

1 5.4 15 While mostly flat one short hill.  Heat can be a problem.  No F/V

first 3-miles.  There will be water stations at each of the first 3 miles.

2 4.0 16 Flat to slight downhill.  Need runner who can handle heat.  Good

place for a slower but steady runner.

3 4.2 8 Short but tough hill climb.  Gain 700' along with heat.  

Need very disciplined runner

4 5.1 6 Need skill to run up hill 900' climb in 3.5 miles then rapid 1.6 miles

steep downhill.

5 6.1 19 Need runner who can handle downhill running.  All 6.1 downhill

6 6.1 9 Flat with rolling hills over last 3 miles.  Good place for your middle

runner.

7 6.2 4 This is a tough stage with very hard up hill.  Last 1.5 is steep downhill.

8 6.6 5 This is a straight line run with a slight up hill at the end.  Can be

windy and cold.  Must use one of your better runners.

9 7.5 7 This longer distance requires a good endurance runner.  It can be

a leg for a fast downhill runner.

10 5.8 12 Very slight uphill but short distance; good for a 5K type of runner.

They will run into the Town of Pahrump

11 5.3 11 This is a short but steady uphill.  Use 5K type runner

12 4.6 14 Very deceiving leg.  Uphill and starting to run at elevations that 

affect the runner.

13 7.0 3 This is a tough long uphill.  It will be cold, dark and runner must

continue to gain elevation. 

14 10.7 1 This is the toughest leg in the race.  The distance, the gain in elevation                                                              

all make for hard running.  Place your best here.

15 6.4 2 This will take you to the Top of Mt. Springs Summit 5600'.  There is

no flat or downhill in is leg.  Use your best uphill runner.

16 5.3 13 Extreme downhill.  Runner must have ability to run fast 2000' 

of decline.

17 7.8 10 This is an extension of the downhill.  Must use one of your top 

runners.

18 5.7 17 While this is an easy leg, the pressure now begins as you approach

the end of the race.  Runner must be a steady race experienced

runner.  No mistakes such as going out too fast.

19 5.6 20 This is the easiest leg in the race.  Crossing numerous intersections.

20 4.6 18 The distance on this leg is short but you must have a runner who

is not rattled by the competition all around them.  They must be 

disciplined to run their own pace.
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